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TEN TANTALIZING TASTES
FOR TINY TUMS
The ten tantalizing tastes for tiny tums are quick and easy, non-cook recipes 
that can be used as food activities with small groups of children.

The food activities have been designed to promote healthy eating, and in 
particular encourage children to eat more fruit and vegetables. One or two 
of the recipes use dried fruit, low sugar biscuits and cereals and therefore it is 
recommended that it is best to eat these foods at mealtimes. 

The food activities offer excellent play and learning opportunities for children 
aged 3-5 years old. They have been specifically developed to enable staff to work 
with children from nurseries, playgroups and those in primary one. 

The food activities will be useful in working towards the first level of Curriculum 
for Excellence the health and wellbeing outcomes Food and Health as well as 
meeting the cirteria for Health Promoting Establishments.

The food activities have been designed to allow children to participate and will 
help them:

•	 practise food preparation skills and develop fine motor skills
•	 investigate and discover different shapes, colours, textures and smells
•	 become familiar with healthy foods such as fruit and vegetables
•	 experiment and become actively involved in learning
•	 develop self confidence
•	 expand communication, language and numeracy skills.

References to kitchen equipment have been made throughout these activities. 
Remember some kitchen utensils e.g. knives, graters, corers and scissors can be 
potentially dangerous and should only be used under strict adult supervision and 
in line with local policies.

Young children are at a greater risk from infectious disease such as food 
poisoning. All establishments are advised to follow the food hygiene guidelines 
produced by local Councils and NHS Forth Valley. However, all staff involved 
in food preparation will need to have a basic food hygiene awareness. The basic 
instruction sheet included has been written for staff, and to talk through with 
the children before starting the food activity.

More advice on food hygiene can be found on www.eatwell.gov.uk.  
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BASIC INSTRUCTION ON 
FOOD HYGIENE

1.       Wipe all surfaces with antibacterial spray or wipes.

2.      Aprons should be worn by anyone doing food activities.

3.       Wash all fruit and vegetables. 

4.      Everyone involved in food activities should wash and dry  
          their hands thoroughly before touching food and especially 
          at the following times:-
 
       * at the beginning of the activity
       * after visiting the toilet
       * after coughing, sneezing or blowing their nose.

5.       Limit the wearing of jewellery.

6.       Cuts and sores should be covered with a brightly coloured 
          waterproof plaster.

7.       Children and adults who have had any recent illness or 
          symptoms of food poisoning e.g. vomiting/diarrhoea 
          should not be involved in any food preparation.

8.       Clean up after food activity by wiping surfaces, washing 
          equipment and hands. It is good to encourage ‘clean as you 
          go’ practice.
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STUFFED PITTA POCKETS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Mini pitta pockets or half  Grater/ knife suitable for cutting/ peeler
of a full size Chopping board/ plate
Carrot Mixing spoons
Cheddar cheese Corer/ small bowls
Apple    

1.  Wash and peel the carrot, wash and core the apple.
2.  Grate the carrot and cheese, chop the apple into 

small cubes.
3.  Put carrot, apple and cheese into separate bowls. 

Allow children to select what they want and mix 
together in a small bowl.

4.  Stuff pitta pockets with the mixture.

Adults must heat the pitta pockets and allow them to cool prior to the 
children filling. Children will need to be closely supervised if they are 
using a grater.

HANDY HINTS
This activity works well using a variety of different breads – chapati or flour 
tortillas – fold the circle in half then into a quarter and use this as a pocket to 
stuff! Alternatively cut the top off a small crusty roll, scoop out some of the 
bread to make a pocket, fill and replace the lid. If there is any leftover grated 
cheese it can be stored in the fridge and added to sauces, pasta or pizza toppings.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Tuna fish makes a tasty alternative to cheese, simply drain the tuna, flake and 
mix with carrot and apple. Or try an all fruit version by chopping into small 
pieces a variety of fruits e.g. pineapple, strawberries, or kiwi. Bind together 
using a little natural fromage frais or greek yoghurt.
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FRUIT CRUNCHIES

FOODS  UTENSILS
Selection of dried fruits e.g. Knife or scissors for cutting
apple, raisins, papaya, dates, Mixing bowl
cranberries Spoon
Selection of low sugar cereal e.g. Paper cases
Rice Krispies™, Cheerios™,  bite sized
Shreddies™, Cornflakes
Greek style natural yoghurt or 
plain fromage frais

1.  Chop or snip (using scissors) dried fruit into 
small pieces and place in a mixing bowl.

2.  Add the cereal to the chopped dried fruit and 
mix together.

3.  Stir in a few spoonfuls of fromage frais or 
yoghurt, enough to bind fruit and cereal together.

4. Spoon into small paper cases.

If not eaten straight away store the fruit crunchies in a refrigerator 
until they are consumed. It is recommended that they are eaten at 
mealtimes and not as a snack.

HANDY HINTS
To add lots of colour use a variety of dried and exotic fruit pieces for example 
dried pineapple, glace cherries, mango or guava.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Alternatively try a selection of fresh fruit i.e. chopped pineapple, kiwi fruit, 
blueberries, cherries – de-stoned or seedless grapes. Drained, tinned fruit 
cocktail is a quick easy alternative to fresh fruit. If using tinned fruit it should 
be in juice and not syrup.
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SALAD TORTILLA WRAPS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Tortilla wraps plain or  Knife suitable for cutting
flavoured Chopping board/ plate
Pre-packed mixed salad leaves  Spreading knifes
or fresh herbs e.g. basil, parsley Spoon
Mild tomato salsa 
Cucumber
Tomato 
Spring onion
Peppers - yellow/ red/ orange
Spread - savoury or plain cheese spread

1.  Wash all salad vegetables including the pre-packed 
leave or herbs.

2.  De-seed peppers and chop all the salad vegetables into small cubes except 
the salad leaves or herbs.

3.  Cut tortilla wraps in half (semi-circles).
4.  Spread tortilla with cheese spread, sprinkle the salad leaves or herbs and a 

variety of vegetables on top.
5.  Spoon mild tomato salsa on top and roll to secure the wrap.

HANDY HINTS
Allow children to help spread, fill and roll the wraps. This can help develop their 
fine motor skills.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Fresh herbs, lettuce, mustard or cress could be grown from seed and the 
children could be involved in looking after them. Alternatively buy herbs 
that are growing in pots and the children could water them.
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CRUNCHY FRUIT ROCKS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Banana  Knife suitable for cutting
Melon  Rolling pin
Kiwi fruit  Chopping board/ plate
Plain biscuit e.g. tea, digestive, Melon baller
oatmeal type biscuit Food bag 
                                                          Paper cases

1.  Peel and slice banana, peel and cut kiwi into cubes, 
shape melon into balls.

2.  Put biscuit into a food bag and crush using a rolling 
pin.

3.  Drop the fruit shapes into the crushed biscuit and 
shake, shake, shake!

4.     Take the fruit rocks out of the bag and serve in a paper case.

Allow children to choose the fruits and coating they want to use and then lead 
the children in a discussion of food likes and dislikes.

HANDY HINTS
Allow the children to get involved in washing and preparing fruit. Encourage 
participation when tidying up. If a melon baller is not available then cut the 
melon into cubes instead.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Try other moist fruits such as strawberries or pineapple. Tinned fruit in 
natural juice is especially good as it is moist and the crumbs stick on easily.  
For a change of coating try crushed rice cereal cornflakes or any low sugar 
breakfast cereal.
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CHEESE AND APPLE 
TORTILLA CHIPS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Cheddar cheese Knife suitable for cutting
Apple Grater
Plain unsalted tortilla chips Chopping board/ plate
Extra toppings: celery, cherry, Corer
tomatoes, pitted olives 3 small bowls

1.  Grate the cheese.
2. Wash, core and chop apple into small cubes.
3. Wash and thinly slice celery and olives, half the 

cherry and put into seperate bowls.
4.  Sprinkle the cheese onto the tortilla chips, add a few 

cubes of the chopped apple.
5. Let the children decide if they want to put a little of celery, tomato or olive 

on top of the cheese and apple.

HANDY HINTS
When coring apples, keep the pips and plant in compost and watch the seedlings 
grow. If you cannot find plain unsalted tortilla chips you can make your own. 
Simply fold and cut a tortilla wrap into quarters, then cut each quarter into two 
triangles. Each tortilla will give eight triangle chips. Arrange the chips onto a 
baking sheet and lightly spray with oil. Bake at 150°C  for 20 minutes and cool.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
This works well with small thin oatcakes, water biscuits or crackers. Instead of 
putting a topping on the tortilla chips serve with dips e.g. mashed avocado 
(guacamole) or houmous (chickpea spread) or a mild tomato salsa. 
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EXOTIC FRUIT PIZZAS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Fresh raspberries or strawberries  Knife suitable for cutting
or tinned in natural juice Spreading knives
Banana  Chopping board/ plate
Pineapple fresh or tinned in  Tin opener
natural juice Fork
Mango Masher
Pancakes and/ or Crispbakes™

1.     Open and drain the tinned raspberries and 
strawberries.

2.    Mash the drained, raspberries/ strawberries and 
thinly spread on to the pancakes or crispbakes™.

3.    Peel the banana and mango, then chop them into 
slices.  

4.    Cut the pineapple into small cubes.
5.    Arrange the chopped fruit on top of the pancake or crispbake™.

HANDY HINTS
Encourage children to use simple, non-dangerous kitchen tools potato mashers 
and peelers. Try making mini swiss rolls using thin crepes. Thinly spread the 
mashed fruit onto a crepe, sprinkle with coconut, roll into a swiss roll and cut 
into 4 pieces.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Savoury pizzas work well too. Try making a clowns face - round rice cake 
spread with soft cheese - hair - grated carrot, nose - half a cherry tomato, 
eyes - green or black pitted olives, mouth - slice of red pepper.
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FRUITY CRUMBLE TUMBLERS

FOODS  UTENSILS
Fruit tinned in natural juice Knife suitable for cutting
e.g. pears/ peaches/ strawberries Clear plastic cups 
Greek style natural yoghurt Spoon
Cereals e.g. Shreddies™/ Rolling pin
Cornflakes™/ Rice Krispies™ Chopping board/ plate
  Tin opener
 Food bags

1.  Place cereal into food bag and crush (not too 
smooth) using a rolling pin.

2.  Chop selection of tinned fruit into small chunks 
then spoon into the bottom of a clear plastic cup.

3.  Spoon yoghurt on top of the fruit layer.
4. Sprinkle crushed cereal over the yoghurt.
5. Repeat the layers if desired.

If not eaten straight away it is important to ensure that the fruit 
crumbles are stored in a refrigerator until they are consumed.

HANDY HINTS
Allow children to experiment with the order and number of layers. Use different 
fruits with different colours on each layer.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Before the activity you could stew apple or rhubarb with a pinch of ginger 
and a little sugar to sweeten. Once the stewed fruit has cooled it could be 
used instead of tinned or fresh fruit.
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MIXED FRUIT TRIFLES

FOODS  UTENSILS
Plain fairy cake Clear plastic cups
Tinned peaches in juice                        Tablespoon
Tinned pears in juice Knife
Tinned custard Tin opener
Whipped cream (optional) Sieve

 
1. Cut a fairy cake into thin slices and place into 

bottom of bowl.
2. Using a sieve, drain the peaches and pears into a 

bowl and spoon 1 tablespoon of juice over the 
fairy cake.

3. Chop the peaches and pears into pieces and cover 
the moistened fairy cake.

4.. Hold back some pieces for decoration.
5. Spoon the custard over the fruit.
6. Top with a small amount of whipped cream (optional) and decorate with 

fruit pieces.

If not eaten straight away store the mixed fruit trifles in a refrigerator. 
It is recommended that the mixed fruit trifle be eaten at mealtimes and 
not as a snack.

HANDY HINTS
Small, clear plastic cups work well because the children can see the different 
layers. Encourage the children to use lots of fruit. 

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Choose fruit in season it is tastier, for example in summer use more berries 
ideas include raspberries, strawberries, blueberries or blackberries. In winter 
stew plums, apples or rhubard using the juice to moisten the sponge cake.
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SAVOURY PLATTER

FOODS  UTENSILS
Selection of vegetables or salad e.g. Knife suitable for cutting
babycorn, cucumber, carrot, beetroot, Chopping board
sugar snap peas, peppers, tomatoes Cocktail sticks (halved)
Selection of lean cold cooked meat Small ramekin dish for dips
e.g. ham, chicken, turkey, pastrami Serving plates for meat, cheese
Selection of cheese e.g. edam, cheddar and salad
or smoked                                                  Bread basket
Selection of bread, crackers e.g. crusty      Paper plates and napkins
bread, breadsticks
Selection of dips e.g. mayonnaise, mild
mustard or mild salsa

1. Wash all vegetables and salad and cut the peppers, 
beetroot and cucumber into slices. Leave the baby 
corn and sugar snap peas whole.

2. Peel and either grate or cut the carrot into sticks and 
arrange all the vegetables attractively onto a plate.

3. Half the cocktail sticks, roll and secure small thin slices of meat with the 
half cocktail stick.

4. Cut the cheese into small cubes and arrange with the meat onto a plate.
5. Slice the crusty bread and arrange along with bread sticks or rice cakes into 

a bread basket.
6. Spoon the dips into individual ramekin/ dish.

It is recommended that meat, cheese and dips are stored in a 
refrigerator until it is time for them to be eaten.

TASTY TIPS TO TRY
Although not exhaustive the above selection of suggested food are a 
good starting point for a buffet, party or tasting session. If other foods are 
included then it is important to maintain a balance of lots of vegetables/
salad, bread, potatoes, pasta with a smaller selection of meat/fish, egg or 
cheese. 
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FRUITY PANCAKE KEBAB

FOODS  UTENSILS
Selection of fresh/ tinned Knife suitable for cutting
chopped fruit Cocktail sticks/ skewers
For ideas see Fruity Kebabs to try         Chopping board
suggested below                                     Small ramekin
Natural greek style yoghurt or Serving plate/ platter
fromage frais Teaspoon
Small pancakes 
 

1. Prepare fruit by washing, peeling (where skins are 
inedible), deseeding and chopping larger fruit into 
small chunks.

2. Cut the small pancakes into quarters.
3. To make the small kebabs thread a piece of pancake 

followed by 2 pieces of fruit and repeat until the 
cocktail stick/ skewer is full.

4. Put the greek yoghurt/ fromage frais into a small ramekin and place in the 
centre of a plate.

5. Arrange the fruit/ pancakes kebabs around it to serve.

It is important that young children are closely supervised whilst 
threading the fruit and pancake onto the cocktail stick/skewer, and 
also when eating the fruit/pancake kebab.

HANDY HINTS
Choose fruit that threads easily onto a cocktail stick. If a child wants to dip their 
fruit and pancake into the yoghurt, encourage them to put a teaspoon of dip 
from the ramekin onto their plate.

FRUITY KEBABS TO TRY

Berry   strawberries, raspberries, blueberries, 
Summer   melon, pineapple, kiwi, nectarines, cherries
Autumn   plums, grapes, satsumas, pears
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